
Dream Catchers

1. Plain white A4 paper

2. Scissors

3. Glue

4. Paint brush

5. Watercolour paint 

6. Straws & beads (optional)

7. 3- 5 different colours wool. For an extra special effect thick and thin 

wool.

8. Punch

9. 15-20cm pipe/hose clamp (available at any large hardware store)

10. Decorative tape

11. Coloured paper or felt

12. Feel free to also use other decorative elements such as feathers, 

ribbons etc. You could even make pompoms and add that to your 

dreamcatcher. Be creative.
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Materials Required: 
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Dream Catchers

Fold your A4 paper into 4.

Fold each accordion in half.

Use watercolour paint to add 
some colour. Leave it to dry.

For younger children prep 
the flowers before the class. 

1 Cut along the folds.2 Fold each piece back and 
forth into an accordion.3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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Glue the edge of each piece 
to the one next to it.

Close the clamp and cover it 
with decorative tape to make 
it look pretty.

You should end up with a 
flower shape.

Make sure they’re all folded 
the same way.



Dream Catchers

Add a hanger. Add some loose strings to 
the bottom (various 
lengths).

Use the decorative tape to 
stick your shapes.
If you have time, add some 
bits of straw or beads to your 
wool as well (optional).

10 11 Add another colour or 
two. Let the children
decorate it the way they 
want it, don’t be too 
prescriptive. 

12

Tie the end to secure it.13 14 15

Use the coloured paper to 
create 3 or 4 shapes (e.g. 
hearts, stars, flowers). 
Add them to the loose strings, 
but save space at the end of 
the longest string for your 
folded flower! 

16 17 18 Use the punch to make a hole 
in the folded flower. Attach it 
to the end of your longest 
string. You can also add more 
than one flower if there is 
enough time. 
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Tie a piece of wool to the 
clamp.

Thread the wool over & 
under across the clamp and 
tie the end to secure it.


